Neuronal, dendritic, and vascular profiles of human temporal lobe epilepsy correlated with cellular physiology in vivo.
Partial complex seizures are known to arise from abnormal firing of neurons in cortex that has histologic abnormalities associated with tumors, infarcts, or neuron loss. The latter pathology of sclerosis is most frequently found in the hippocampus, and partial seizures from this region are focalized by direct electrical recordings and treated by anterior temporal lobectomy. Although we can link this hippocampal sclerosis to nearby hyperexcitability, the synaptic mechanisms involved in hippocampal seizure genesis are not yet known. We have used in vivo microelectrode recordings from hippocampal neurons and found rare instances of anomalous bursting patterns as well as coupled firing. Postinhibitory "rebound excitation" has also been recorded, supporting the concept that synchronized hippocampal outputs are important for seizure genesis. Immunocytochemistry of GAD-positive inhibitory interneurons indicates no significant loss in inhibition in the sclerotic hippocampus and a normal number of inhibitory interneurons in its output target, the presubiculum. The presubiculum, with its multi-layered cortex, may amplify and propagate seizures to other cortices. Golgi and electron microscopy of epileptic neurons have shown pre- and postsynaptic alterations that may contribute to seizure genesis. Finally, ultrastructural analysis of capillaries in sclerotic hippocampus indicates deficient plasma-tissue transport that may contribute to cell loss or may alter neuronal excitability.